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Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen and welcome to the Theatre Royal Plymouth for Matthew 

Bourne’s thrilling new dance production based on William Golding’s classic novel Lord of the Flies. 

Choreography by Scott Ambler and adapted and directed by Matthew Bourne.  

The running times for this production are 49 minutes for act I followed by a twenty- minute 

interval and 34 Minutes for act II. I am Veryan and will be your describer for the first half, while my 

colleague Pauline will be describing the second. 

Matthew Bourne’s NEW ADVENTURES has produced some of the most successful dance theatre 

productions of the last 25 years including Swan Lake, Nutcracker, Cinderella and last year’s sell 

out hit Sleeping Beauty. Lord of the Flies has been produced by Re-Bourne, the company’s 

education wing and started in 2011 In Glasgow. 

It began with 170 Glasgow boys and young men getting involved in dance workshops. It ended 

with a mixed cast of two-dozen young amateurs, some of whom had never danced before and 

professional dancers staging an impressionistic version of William Golding's dog-eat-dog classic. 

Now here in Plymouth, the professional ‘New Adventures’ dancers are joined by twenty-two 

remarkably talented young men ranging in age from 10 to 25 from across the South West. 

Lord of the Flies is a dystopian novel by Nobel Prize-winning English author William Golding about 

a group of British boys stuck on an uninhabited island who try to govern themselves with 

disastrous results. This, Golding’s debut novel was first published in 1954. The basic thrust of 

Golding’s tale is that left to their own devices without adult supervision, young boys would turn 

feral. Its relevance has not diminished in the fifty-seven years since it was first published. 

In the production's most audacious move, the setting is no longer Golding's desert island, but the 

Theatre Royal itself. With a riot going on outside, an all-male class takes refuge in the deserted 

building and finds itself trapped behind locked doors. An advance party goes on a reccy through 

the dress circle, the boys plunder the sweet stall, overdose on ice-cream and crisps and, with no 

adults around they start to make their own rules and create their own civilization.  

Beginning with innocent playground games of fighter planes and pirates, the boys’ behavior soon 

curdles into more significant violence as bullying goes unpunished and hunger turns normal kids 

into ravening animals. The central conflict between sensible Ralph and putative dictator Jack, 

swiftly becomes apparent as they fight for dominion. The boys start off as a nice bunch of lads, all 

smartly dressed in their school uniform of grey knee-length shorts, white shirts, striped school 

ties, grey blazers edged in braid with the school crest on the breast pocket. They have knee-length 

socks, polished black lace-up shoes and each carries a backpack. The boy’s hair is neat with short 

back and sides, parted and smoothed down. However they soon descend into anarchic tribal 

savagery, their uniforms discarded in favour of ritual war paint, as wielding sticks like spears they 

give in to their more brutal instincts and run terrifyingly amok.  

There are seven main characters. Jack, a blond haired youth, who turns from school bully into a 

teenage tyrant. Ralph, a dark haired boy of a milder and altogether fairer disposition, Simon a 

sickly lad with a tendency to collapse, and the resourceful Piggy. Piggy is of a heavier build to the 

other lads and being very short sighted has to wear glasses - he is steady and marks the passing 

days with chalk, taken from his backpack, on the back wall - his backpack also contains a map and 

lighter. There are also twins Eric and Sam, who are seldom parted, and Maurice and Roger.  A 

wounded stranger or ‘beast’, dressed in a military style great coat and with a heavily bandaged 
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leg, makes a brief appearance. Finally there is timid young Percy, who’s the smallest of the boys 

and often crawls out of sight, hiding under one of the platforms clutching his teddy bear. 

In the original story a conch shell is used as a symbol of authority and order and in the beginning 

each boy only had permission to speak when holding it – in this case power is represented by a 

bass drum-stick with a round leather end, known as the conch-stick.  

THE SET 

The action takes place in the theatre, this theatre. The fire curtain is up and the entire stage laid 

bare. With no flys or back drops, it is stark and bleakly forbidding in the dim light. The back wall, 

facing the audience, is black brick with a twelve-foot high scene-dock door with a roll down metal 

shutter-style door. A wide ramp leads up to the raised opening, the other side of which, are two 

metal barriers, and the outside world. High up on the wall to the left of the door is a green Exit 

sign and to either side banks of stage lighting. 

Occupying centre right of the stage are a series of seven tiered metal platforms set in 

juxtaposition to each other - these lead like huge steps to a sloping, overhead gantry formed out 

of scaffolding poles and planks. A ladder is propped against the middle of the gantry, and 

standing on the end, an oil drum with holes punched around the top turning it into a brazier. 

Behind the platforms on the right is a long backdrop curtain with a swirling pattern of differing 

blues, yellows and white – this for the most part is pushed to one side. Also, partially hidden on 

the right are various pieces of old scenery flats, while on the left is a collection of huge lidded 

prop baskets, clothes rails hung with a collection of mainly dark coats and suits, and more oil 

drums. The only real splash of colour comes from two red fire buckets. Attached to the front edge 

of the prosinium arch on the right is a hook holding a fly rope attached to a large overhead 

spotlight, while on the opposite side of the arch there’s a panel of levers that operate the 

auditorium lighting. 

The orchestra pit is open with a platform inset on the right and steps leading below ground. More 

steps on either side of the stage lead down to the auditorium – these are used by the boys when 

they go to explore the rest of the theatre. 

Also, incongruous and surreal as it might seem, a large sun appears above the darkened stage, 

likewise the suggestion of foam-topped waves lapping a beach.  As the audience take their seats 

the dock door is open and a mist swirls in the darkness beyond.  

During the production there will be smoke effects, strobe lighting and loud bangs. 

Throughout Paul Groothius’ sound design delivers plenty of atmospheric thudding, thumping and 

howlings rather like a deranged jungle orchestra. 

Act 2 

 

Welcome back to Act 2 of Matthew Bourne’s Lord of the Flies,  my name is Pauline, your describer 

for this  final  part of the performance which will run for approximately  34  minutes. 

The score is quite loud therefore I will  now endeavour to give you a synopsis of the scenes but I 

will also keep you informed of the progression of the action as it takes place, without, I hope 

detracting from your enjoyment of the  soundtrack. 

 

We left the  majority of the boys  following Jack like the Pied Piper with the pig's head spiked on a 

pole. Now we rejoin  Ralph, Piggy, Simon and Sam and Eric, still in a semblance of their school 

uniform,  skulking in the 'jungle' which is made up of  full coat racks. 

The set is  as before  with the . hampers  pushed to one side on the left  and one is being used as 

a bed for Piggy while Ralph  keeps watch. Piggy and Simon try  to persuade Ralph to regain the 

leadership but it has become too scary for him. 

 

Jack's gang are now in hoodies, with faces smeared with dirt and blood and  their feet are bare . 

They are armed with poles.  He carries the pig's head to the centre of the room and Simon comes 

upon it and seems  to be delirious and fantasises about the pig's head . The dying  stranger re-



emerges from the pit and  in his last moments, he swaddles Simon in his greatcoat and Simon 

crawls away back into the pit. 

 

Jack and Ralph are still at loggerheads and Piggy tries to be a peace maker but he is not taken 

seriously. Simon reappears but is not recognisable and is taken for' the  beast' as described by the 

twins Sam and Eric.  He is  savagely attacked and Ralph and Piggy seek shelter and safety from the 

now feral gang.  The bare painted chests  of Jack's gang are now in evidence  and the music, 

becomes angry and pounds and swells into a   rage. With  their smeared  faces, the boys  chant 

and beat oil drums,  and fling themselves around  in an ever increasing frenzy. 

 

A strobe lit storm intensifies the  boys  fear; Savagery epitomised by  hooded youngsters flailing 

after Simon's death. Anarchy has begun to rule.  The twins are caught and tortured  by Jack's gang. 

Ralph frees them but puts himself in the firing line and  the  rival gang  leaders eventually face up 

to each other with horrifying circumstances. 

 

 The momentum mounts  until , Ralph and Jack's battle for dominance is switched into slow 

motion as the boys move ever more  slowly; the result  is stupendous-  and tragic. 

 

Additional Information 

 The original title of the book was Strangers from Within 

 It was summarily  rejected until Faber and Faber saw its potential  in 1954. 

 It only sold 3,000 copies 

 By 1962 it had sold over 65,000. It is now  on the english syllabus. 

 The title is translated from the hebrew phrase  'ba'al  zebub which is the name of the 

philistine god known as Beelzebub, the devil.



The next audio described performance will be  Propeller's  A  Midsummer Night's  

Dream and The Comedy of Errors    on    Sat  May 10
th

 at 2.30 and  at 7.30.                 

Cast and Characters:  

Maurice - Sam Archer 

Eric - Leon Moran 

Sam - Luke Murphy 

Ralph - Dominic North 

Piggy - Sam Plant 

Jack - Danny Reubens 

Simon - Layton Williams 

Roger - Dan Wright 

Company swing - Jack Hazelton 

ENSEMBLE 

Leslie - Tristan Albon 

Harry - Kelly Armstrong 

Robert - Josiah Batt 

Lawrence - Kyle Burnet 

Percy - Bailey Cameron 

Tommy - Josh Fedrick 

Godfrey - Cameron Finnemore 

Arthur - Samuel Fogg 

Wilfred - Matt Hartley 

James - Perry Johnson 

Freddie - James Leo 

Edgar - Lloyd Lovell 

Malcom - Jack Mansfield 

Walter - Matthew Martin 

Michael - Owen Murray 
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Bill - Michael O’Reilly 

Johnny - Samuel Parham 

Owen - Luke Pullen 

Charles - Alexander Rowles 

Douglas - Nicholas Saddler 

Henry - Billy Ron Scott 

Christopher - Kyle Turner 

Stephan - Eliot Wolstencroft 

Choreography by Olivier Award-nominated Scott Ambler, set and costume design by Olivier 

Award-winner Lez Brotherston, music by Terry Davies, lighting design by Chris Davey, sound 

design by Paul Groothuis, adapted and directed by Olivier and Tony award-winner Matthew 

Bourne and Scott Ambler. 


